RELIABLE SERVICE PROVIDERS

Solar market has shifted
and entirely new dynamics operating now!

We have been achieving
a minimum of 10X growth
since our first year

additional push to small entrepreneurs would
create a long lasting positive impact on society and economy on the whole.

Please tell us about the availability Asun
products?
We are currently into three domains:

Looks the banking system has lost the sheen
to promote spirit of entrepreneurship and
promote FDI’s instead.

1.
IPP (Independent power producers
wherein we set our owned MW scale Solar
Power plants across India.

We, at UKM, school of Solar, not only look at
assisting entrepreneurs, investors and developers in achieving their business objectives
but also focus on entrepreneurship.
Mantha Balasubramaniam
Founder
UKMS Power Solutions Private Limited

Be ( A) ware..!!!
REC driven market is defunct now, whatever little splurge experienced in the power
exchanges recently is an aberration.
Given the increased solar adoption activities
with the obligated entities, even enforcement
of RPPO obligation on obligated entities will
have no meaning.
Government driven FIT market is mostly
taken either directly or thru PSU’s are mostly
dominated 15 players all across tenders. The

We achieve this thru our innovative business
model COST PLUS, a collaborative effort …
we are able to achieve close to <= 15% less
in the EPC cost without compromising on
QUALITY.
Established in 2013, UKM, School of Solar,
was born to assist the entrepreneurs and
industrial groups with interest to go green or
to be part of clean energy movement to connect to the sustainable opportunities that are
available in solar sector worldwide. The UKM
solutions bring together our members’ social
and business connections so they can find
right prospects for investment
UKM, so far, since inception commissioned 5
sites and has 4 sites on hand for completion
before Dec 2015. We are the only company in
the country to do 50 MW under COST PLUS
model in 30 months.

2.
Asun Rooftop Projects from 10KW’s
to Multiple 100KW’s.

Mr. Hitaksh Sachar,
Director,
Asun Solar Power (P) Ltd.

Challenges are to be seen from the layman’s perspective, who wishes to install a
solar rooftop project!
Currently, due to the increase publicity in
print and digital media, solar is definitely
on the news and people are inquisitive and
excited to know more and more about this
subject; they want to understand the practicality and visit plants and review performance.
However, the accessibility to this information
from the right sources is the major challenge
currently.

project size has been scaled to a minimum of
50 MW per BID.
We seem to be creating a capitalistic structure in the solar domain, Should we ignore
and let it pass?
The distributed generation strength of
SOLAR POWER is compromised, whatever be the compulsions, and an immediate
course correction is required to ensure that
the higher transmission losses that are currently experienced in conventional power
generation and distribution are not repeated
even through solar power.
About off grid market, whether it is roof top
or pumps, government tenders are skewed
to accommodate few with dreadful eligibility
criteria and incomprehensible implementation process akin to erstwhile license raj.
Innovation can happen and thrive only when
young and spirited entrepreneurs are given
opportunities to participate in the solar initiatives.
Solar opportunities has opened up tremendous entrepreneurship opportunities at district level and would have been a tremendous
boost to “Make in INDIA” campaign. Every
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“

We, at UKM,
school of Solar, not
only look at assisting
entrepreneurs, investors and developers
in achieving their
business objectives
but also focus on
entrepreneurship”

These kits are integrated with top quality
Tier I Solar panels, world class inverters by
SMA, Germany and our USP i.e. a modular structure that can be easily installed in
almost every kind of rooftop without even a
single puncture on the roof.
Any major plans in pipeline and how do
you see Asun 5 years from now?
Yes, currently the rooftop EPC and retail are
our focus areas and we wish to capitalize our
strong procurements and execution capabilities of handling up to 20 projects a month of
any KW size.
Our focus is not always a large project
since our aim is to make SOLAR ENERGY
ACCESSIBLE and we want to provide solutions to all sectors of society.

Wrong performance commitments, selling
substandard panels and inverters with a
below average balance of system, at a much
higher EPC cost might be demoralizing of the
end customer. These issues might make the
complete project illogical of the client.

What are your targets for fiscal 20152016?

Benefits such as oversizing Inverters, Phased
wise installation and planning, EPC and workmanship warranty, 25 year remote monitoring, transparent product selection, accurately
designed and engineered structures with
quality of construction matching 25 years
project life should be maintained and passed
to the client to win its confidence.

We have been achieving a minimum of 10X
growth since our first year and we want to
continue to achieve that even this fiscal year.

Time for capitalizing Rooftop with economic opportunities!
The impressive solar project is the recently
commissioned on 31st March 2015. The plant
has been performing exceedingly well. The
plant is built with PV Crystalline modules,
Central Inverters and fixed structures.

3.
And the newly launched Asun Retail
store wherein we introduced small Kits ranging from 1.5KW to 5KW’s ready to install in 48
hours.

All ambiguities prevailing in the industry since
the last 3 years w.r.t. subsidy mechanism,
enforceability of net meters, realistic EPC
costs etc. have been more or less cleared and
streamlined.
Once a complete regulatory structure is
established, if not 100% we will definitely
achieve 60% of Govt. targets by 2022. Which
itself will be is a case study of its own.
Who all are your target audience?
From Homes to Educational institutions to
industries, we focus and develop our clients
who are willing to understand the financial
modeling and have long term sustainable
ambitions.
Our experience says that all clients having
an investment potential coupled with a long
term vision for their industry vertical - would
definitely understand solar power and go
for it.

We are a relatively a new, young & aggressive
company with a dedication to delivery the
best and stay with our plans for good.

The quality of EPC in India has evolved
drastically with experience of few
companies which were dedicated and
focused towards their sustainability in
market since the last 4-5 years. Poor
construction and compromises on quality construction is really not expected
out of experienced EPC companies.
Expert Engineering, best procurements,
‘no’ compromise BOS with timely project execution are ‘the’ crucial aspects
and the focus for us. No project is big or
small for Asun, we pay equal attention
to a 10KW and a 200KW rooftop EPC
project.
Armed with best international tie-ups
and expertise; we install not only the
best of globally accredit panels, inverters and designed & engineered structures but also comply with the right
installation methodologies and workmanship.

www.solarquarter.com

